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Abstract. Sand dunes are ubiquitous in deserts, on coasts, on the
sea bottom, and on the surface of Mars, Venus and Titan. The quantitative understanding of dune dynamics is thus of relevance for a broad
range of physical, geological and planetary sciences. A morphodynamic
model for dunes, which combines an analytical description of the
average turbulent wind ﬁeld over the topography with a continuum
saltation model, has proven successful to quantitatively reproduce the
shape of aeolian dunes of diﬀerent types. We present a short review
on the physics of dune formation and the model development, as well
as some future plans for further developments and applications.

1 Introduction
Dunes form wherever a sediment bed is exposed to a medium (such as air or water)
that entrains particles into surface ﬂow. The primary mechanism of surface transport
leading to aeolian dunes is saltation, which consists of particles moving close to the
surface in nearly ballistic trajectories, thereby ejecting new particles upon collision
with the sediment bed [1]. To understand dunes, one ﬁrst has to understand this grain
hopping excited by strong winds. The aim is then to predict the rich variety of dune
shapes occurring in Nature (see Fig. 1) from a mathematical model of the saltation
process.
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Fig. 1. Images of the four main types of dunes together with the respective sand roses.
In all images, north is at top. The dunes are near 15◦ 07S, 75◦ 15W (a); 25◦ 49N, 49◦ 55E
(b); 30◦ 52N, 33◦ 52E (c), and 30◦ 35N, 2◦ 51E (d) (images credit: Google Earth). A sand
rose represents the potential sand drift from the 16 directions of the compass (see Ref. [2]).
The arms of the sand rose are proportional in length to the drift potential DPi , that is the
potential rate of sand transport due to winds above threshold [2–4] from a given direction
i, while the red arrow in the sand roseindicates the resultant sand transport trend. The
total drift potential is given by DP
= i DPi , while the so-called resultant drift potential
is given by the equation RDP = | i DPi ei |, where ei is the unit vector pointing in the
direction i. Barchans (a) and transverse dunes (b) are migrating dunes, which form under
nearly unidirectional ﬂows (see Fig. 2) or r ≡ RDP/DP  0.8. In contrast, longitudinal
seif dunes (c) are elongating dunes, which form when the ﬂow has two main directions with
obtuse divergence angle and r  0.6 [5, 6] (see Figs. 3h and 6b). Indeed, most active sand
dunes of the world are under both mechanisms of migration and elongation since in most
cases sand roses display several wind directions of diﬀerent transport rates and r is typically
within the range 0.1 < r < 0.8. The associated “hybrid” dune shapes (also called oblique
dunes) can be either similar to barchans and transverse dunes when r > 0.7 or to seif dunes
when r < 0.7 (see Figs. 3f,g and Refs. [5, 7, 8]). At very low r ( 0.4), that is under ﬂow
regimes with high directional variability, dunes are of accumulating type, of which the star
dune (d) is the representative example [9, 10]. While the minimal size of dunes is set by
the ﬂux saturation length (see text), their maximal size is bound by the thickness of the
atmospheric boundary layer as shown in Ref. [11].

This natural process, which is familiar to everybody who has spent a windy day
at a sandy beach, not only creates the various types of dunes illustrated in the ﬁgure,
but also ordered sand structures on much smaller (ripples) and larger (megadunes,
dune ﬁelds) scales. The observer of this rich phenomenology “never fails to be amazed
at a simplicity of form, an exactitude of repetition and geometric order unknown in
nature on a scale larger than that of crystalline structure” [1]. The strong discrepancy between the apparent disorder on the grain scale and the striking regularities
and similarities exhibited by the emerging structures clearly calls for a generic physical explanation. It makes one suspect a robust basic mechanism, hidden beneath
the virtually inﬁnite possible variations imposed by variable weather and boundary
conditions, from which the most salient qualitative features underlying this proliﬁc
structure formation should become understandable.
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Attempts to reveal this basic mechanism date back to Bagnold’s seminal work
in the mid 20th century [1]. The construction of a mathematical minimal model
that clearly pinpoints the physical principles underlying dune formation was only
achieved half a century later, though [12–14], as recapitulated in Sect. 2.1, below. We
then summarize how the focus subsequently shifted towards applications addressing
increasingly complex and less accessible (e.g. extraterrestrial) structures in Sect. 2.2.
Our discussion mostly concentrates on dunes and barely touches on ripples. While
the small beach ripples may superﬁcially look simpler than the large dunes and sand
seas, and much has been written about them, their physics turns out to be more
complex. It crucially depends on mesoscale details of the grain hopping that are only
of minor relevance for a qualitative understanding of dunes. In Sect. 3.1, we discuss
recent attempts to get hold of the mesoscale physics by improved sediment transport
models, which promise to open the way to a new aera of mesoscale modeling and
applications (see Sect. 3.2), including the modeling of aeolian ripples and subaqueous
bedforms.

2 Morphodynamic modeling: Review and state-of-the-art
2.1 Minimal model for dunes
A rational approach aiming at a qualitative understanding of dune formation and
migration naturally tries to coarse-grain the complexity on the grain scale as much
as possible and concentrates on the basic physics that determines its most salient
features. The central quantity one needs to know is the overall sand ﬂux as a function
of the wind speed, sand supply and topography. Thanks to a strong scale separation between the grain trajectories and the dunes, the challenging task can essentially be divided into three subtasks. One ﬁrstly needs to know the stationary wind
stress exerted onto a given sand topography; secondly, the resulting spatially resolved
sand erosion and deposition causing its (slow) time evolution; ﬁnally, the feedback
of the grain transport process onto the wind. All three aspects need ﬁrst of all to
be qualitatively understood for an isolated dune exposed to a unidirectional, uniform
wind, quantitative details and environmental complications can be taken care of later
[15, 16].
As it turns out [13, 14], there are two relatively small but crucial qualitative features that have to be retained in a minimal model for aeolian dunes: the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of the turbulent wind over a smooth terrain [17, 18]; and the emergence of a characteristic mesoscale for the retardation of the sand ﬂux with respect
to the wind (the so-called “saturation length” Lsat ) [12]. These features are illustrated in Fig. 2a. The ﬁrst eﬀect renders a ﬂat sand bed unstable and selects a ﬁnite
windward dune slope [14,21], as required for autonomous structure formation. The
second introduces a minimum dune size [13, 14, 21, 22] and entails a non-trivial scaling
of the topography (and its time evolution) with scale transformations and ambient
conditions, governed by powerful shape attractors [23]. These predictions were corroborated by ﬁeld measurements [24,25] (see also Ref. [26]) and by lab experiments
with scaled-down subaqueous dunes [25, 27–29]. In particular, the minimum dune,
which actually is a very ﬂat dome-shaped heap, is predicted to have a ﬁnite length
proportional to Lsat [13,14, 30–32]. Given suﬃcient inﬂux, its slope and mass grows
towards a limiting value that depends on wind and sand supply. Beyond a certain
critical slope, a shape transition occurs. The dune ceases to be a smooth heap of sand,
avalanches and ﬂow separation give rise to the formation of a slip-face and a wake
zone, on the lee side of the dune (Figs. 2b,c). The critical size for this shape transition
is predicted to be strongly dependent on the inﬂux saturation [23, 31].
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Fig. 2. (a) Sand ﬂux over a dune proﬁle h(x) (aspect ratio not to scale for better visibility),
which actually is a ﬂat smooth heap of sand. Note that the wind shear stress τ (x) attains
its maximum slightly upwind of the crest. Dune formation is due to this fundamental symmetry breaking. The actual ﬂux q(x) lags behind the nominal saturated ﬂux qs (x) ∝ τ (x)
due to saturation transients, which are responsible for the existence of a minimum dune size
and the shape transition from a smooth dome-shaped heap of sand to a sawtooth-shaped
dune with brink and slipface. In panel (b) we see an example of such a sharp-crested dune
shape. This panel displays the wind velocity vectors, colored by velocity magnitude (increasing from red to blue), over the cut along the symmetry plane of a barchan (solid surface),
obtained using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations [14]. The wind speed of
the recirculating ﬂow in the wake zone is usually subcritical, so that no sizable downwind
sand transport occurs, there. (c) To make the analytical minimal model applicable to such
cases, a phenomenological parametrization of the separation bubble between the brink and
the bed is employed. The ﬂow over the envelope covering the dune proﬁle and the wake zone
is smooth and remains accessible to the analytical theory [14, 19]. In Ref. [15], the model is
extended to the lateral component of the wind shear stress [18] to make it applicable for
simulating three-dimensional dune shapes. In practice, this is done by iteratively performing
the following steps: (i) ﬁrst, the average turbulent wind shear stress proﬁle over the envelope
comprising the terrain and the separation bubble is computed using an analytical model
[17, 18, 20], whereas the separation streamline is applied to each longitudinal slice (along the
wind direction) of the three-dimensional dune shape; (ii) next, the height-integrated mass
ﬂux of saltating particles is calculated using the continuum saltation model of Ref. [12],
whereupon (iii) the changes in local height are computed from mass conservation; (iv) wherever the local slope exceeds the angle of repose of the sand (34◦ ), the surface instantaneously
relaxes through avalanches in the direction of the steepest descent [13–16].

In subsequent years, insights gained from the minimal model have been used in
diverse numerical approaches. Important examples include the skeleton model [33],
which is a highly eﬃcient intermediate model between the two-dimensional and full
three-dimensional implementations of the minimal model; cellular automaton models,
in which the surface evolution is dictated by probabilistic rules [34], and dune ﬁeld
models, where dunes are treated as “interacting particles” [35, 36] (for reviews see
Refs. [37,38]). Moreover, key elements of the minimal model have been scrutinized
with great eﬀort, theoretically and experimentally. Recent work has e.g. considered
more closely the minimum dune size [39], the wind shear stress exerted by the air
onto a dune [40] and the detailed behavior of the saturation length for subaqueous
sand transport [40, 41]. These studies have provided valuable additional insights but,
by and large, conﬁrmed the basic structure and predictions of the minimal model.
We therefore do not dwell on these developments further, here, but rather turn to
some recent extensions and applications aimed at gaining a better understanding of
complex sand topographies on Earth and Mars.
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Fig. 3. (a) Simulation and (b) measured proﬁle of a barchan in Morocco [48]; (c) simulation
and (d) images of a barchan in Arkhangelsky crater, Mars [43]; (e) phase diagram of dune
morphology obtained in simulations using bimodal winds with diﬀerent divergence angles
θw and non-dimensional rescaled durations (tw = Tw /Tm ), where Tm is the barchan turnover
time, that is the time needed for the barchan to migrate a distance equal to its size [6].
Numbers indicate Martian dune shapes of the images on the right panel (images credit:
NASA/JPL/MSSS); (f) simulation and (g) image of an asymmetric barchan in Sinai (north
is at top; image credit: Google Earth) [8]; (h) simulation of a longitudinal seif dune on a
sand bed (arrows indicate the wind directions of the bimodal wind) [6].

2.2 Model extensions and applications
Barchans – In Ref. [16] the model was applied to simulate the three-dimensional
shape of a barchan in Morocco. Quantitative agreement was found between predicted
and measured dune proﬁles (Figs. 3a,b). Also quantitative agreement was found between predicted and measured proﬁles of the wind velocity and sand ﬂux over the
longitudinal cut along the symmetry axis of a barchan in Brazil [42]. Using attributes
of sediment and atmosphere for Mars, Ref. [43] reproduced the shape of barchans at
Martian Arkhangelsky crater (Figs. 3c,d) and showed that the characteristic elongated shape – that is, the large along-wind to cross-wind width ratio – of Martian
intra-crater dunes [44] may result from low values of the upwind shear stress relative
to the threshold for sand transport [43].
Dunes under varying wind directions – To simulate a change in wind direction,
the ﬁeld is rotated by an angle θw (the divergence angle between both directions),
while the wind direction is kept constant [5]. After rotation of the ﬁeld, the dune’s
separation bubble adapts to the new wind direction. In Refs. [6, 43], this model was
applied to calculate dune formation under bimodal winds, where the wind oscillates
between two directions of duration Tw . Transverse (longitudinal) dune alignment is
obtained for acute (obtuse) θw (see Fig. 3e), in agreement with the theoretical
prediction [5] that dune alignment is such that it leads to the maximal gross
bedform-normal transport – deﬁned as the amount of sand transported normal to
the bedform axis [5]. If the transport rates of the bimodal wind diﬀer, then asymmetric barchans are obtained, which may have one limb extended downwind (Figs. 3f,g;
see Ref. [8]). Finally, while longitudinal dunes on top of bedrock look straight (Fig. 3e
and Refs. [6,8, 43,45, 46]), dunes on a sand bed display the characteristic meandering
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Fig. 4. Genesis of a barchan dune ﬁeld from a ﬂat sand hill under saturated ﬂux [16].

of longitudinal seif dunes [47] (Fig. 3h), which is due to sand exchange between the
seif dune and the small transverse bedforms in the interdune [6].
Dune fields – Figure 4 shows the simulation of the birth of a barchan ﬁeld from
a ﬂat sand hill [16]. The surface of such a hill is unstable due to the hydrodynamic
instability discussed in Section 2, and develops small transverse dunes. Their length
scales with the ﬂux saturation length Lsat , and, under saturated inﬂux conditions,
the hill’s windward foot is not eroded out as in ﬂume experiments of barchan belts
[49]. The hill becomes a permanent sediment source for the generation of transverse
dunes. Once these dunes reach the bare ground, they become unstable and give place
to barchans (Fig. 4).
The complex origin of the transverse instability has been analyzed by various
researchers using various approaches [33, 50–54]. Crucial elements for the instability that have been identiﬁed by these studies are a limited and variable windward
sand supply to the transverse dune, the (inverse) size-dependence of its speed, and the
limited eﬃciencies of transverse sand transport mechanisms on the upwind and downwind sides of the dune. For instance, simulations using the minimal model [50] showed
that any height perturbation along the transverse dune proﬁle ampliﬁes exponentially
with growth rate determined by the dune turnover time, while the fastest growing
mode nearly equals the average cross-stream width of the emerging barchans. Experiments [45] showed that an isolated transverse sand bar under unidirectional water
stream and vanishing incoming sediment ﬂux fully breaks into a chain of barchans –
the reverse process of an isolated transverse barchans chain leading to a transverse
dune does not occur. Field studies [55] reported a similar type of transverse instability of aeolian megaripples, which are intermediate to ripples and dunes. However, the
growth of the transverse instability may be suppressed if the dunes are closely spaced,
on a sand bed, or subject to reversing winds, which remains to be investigated in the
future [33, 56]. Small dunes may be produced from the sand of barchans participating
in collisions, thereby avoiding the formation of one single dune from dune merging
and providing a mechanism of dune size regulation [57–59]. Whether collisions or
surface-wave instabilities induced by changes in wind direction [60] provide the most
relevant size regulation mechanism in barchan ﬁelds is currently a matter of strong
debate [61–64].
Dune mobility against vegetation – Reference [65] extended the model to incorporate the growth of a vegetation cover on the sand terrain and its eﬀect on sand
transport [65]. The simulations indicate that the relevant parameter for the dune
shape is the ﬁxation index θ = Q0 /(V 1/3 Vv ), where Q0 is the bulk sand ﬂux and
V is the dune volume. This ﬁxation index gives the ratio between erosion rate,
which is proportional to Q0 /V 1/3 , and the vegetation growth rate, Vv . Barchans
are obtained if θ  0.5, while for smaller θ the barchan inverts its shape leading
to an U-shaped parabolic dune. Field observations support this prediction [66].
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Quantitative agreement was found between the shape of simulated vegetated dunes
and their real counterparts [67–69].
Dune fields with an exposed water table – Reference [70] presented an extended
version of the model that includes the eﬀect of seasonal inundation of interdune areas
[71–73]. In the model, the shear stress is computed for the whole envelope comprising
the dune surface and the water level, while underwater ﬂux can occur only through
avalanches [70]. Simulations using such a model reproduce the sinusoisodal shape of
barchanoidal dunes separated by water ponds when the period of rise and sink of the
water table is comparable to the dune turnover time [70]. The results suggest that an
exposed water table can attenuate the growth of the transverse dune instability.

3 Open tasks
As summarized in the foregoing overview, a strongly coarse-grained mean-ﬁeld representation of the complex process of aeolian sand transport has been remarkably
successful as a starting point for the morphodynamic modeling of a wide variety of
aeolian structures. These successes notwithstanding, there remain some conceptual
and practical limitations of the present modeling approaches. In the following, we
summarize some ongoing work aimed at overcoming these limitations, which partly
lie in the morphodynamic framework and partly in the sand-transport model itself.
3.1 Open problems of the sediment transport model
The modeling of the formation and migration of sand dunes and whole assemblies of
dunes requires a sand transport model that is both physically correct and numerically
eﬃcient. The mean-ﬁeld model that was brieﬂy reviewed above [12] and employed in
many previous analytical and numerical studies, was tailored to provide a physically
reasonable representation of the overall sand ﬂux as a function of the wind strength
on complex topographies, at low numerical cost. There are clearly many ways to
venture beyond such a model, ranging from purely analytical approaches [74, 75] over
hybrids combining analytical and numerical elements [76–79] to expensive grain-scale
numerical simulations [80, 81]. An increasing amount of numerical elements generally
allows for the inclusion of increasing amounts of details. But this usually comes at a
loss of numerical eﬃciency. Moreover, at the present stage, even grain-scale numerical
simulations cannot avoid fairly drastic idealizations.
There are three main reasons for the recent interest in reﬁned models of aeolian sand transport: a surge in new grain-scale experiments that produced a wealth
of quantitative laboratory and wind-tunnel data characterizing the grain-bed interactions (rebound, splash) and the saltation process in general [82–90], the wish to
increase the accuracy of the sand ﬂux equations employed in morphodynamic modeling, and ﬁnally the need, arising in applications, to account for mesoscale details
that are wiped out in the derivation of any mean-ﬁeld model. Important examples for
such applications thought to be sensitive to ﬁner details are ripple formation, dust
emission, and plant invasion. Mean-ﬁeld models that map all grain trajectories onto
a single representative trajectory are naturally blind to such important phenomena.
They simply do not resolve the broad distribution of grain trajectories and velocities, traditionally classiﬁed in terms of the transport modes of suspension, saltation,
and creep/reptation or bedload, and their dependence on the grain size, the wind
strength, and further ambient parameters.
Compared to full-ﬂedged grain-scale simulations and hybrid numerical approaches,
the analytical models that were recently developed to address the mesoscale structure are much simpler, numerically more eﬃcient, and more easily implemented in
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Fig. 5. Predictions for the aeolian sand ﬂux by the two-species continuum model (after
Ref. [75]). The panels depict reduced stationary sand transport rates as a function of the
wind strength, quantiﬁed by the shear velocity u∗ , where an overall factor proportional
to u3∗ is divided out. Left panel: ﬂux balance between the two idealized grain species of
“reptons” (dashed) and “saltons” (solid). Right panel: overall ﬂux predicted by the twospecies continuum model [75] (solid lines) and by the Sauermann model [12] (dashed lines)
compared to wind tunnel data from Refs. [88, 91], for various grain diameters, as indicated.

morphodynamic models. Their description of the saltation process is more sophisticated, yet not substantially more complex than in the Sauermann model [12], and
they are numerically equally eﬃcient. They implement a comparable amount of additional grain-scale information, but take slightly diﬀerent routes. The model of Ref. [74]
considers the grain-scale kinematics and the momentum and energy balance of the
grain-bed interactions more closely. At the core of the two-species model of Ref. [75]
lies a parametrization of the mobilized grain population by two eﬀective subpopulations, roughly corresponding to the intuitive categories of saltation and bedload, and
their mutual balance (Fig. 5). Both models yield quantitatively improved predictions
for the sand ﬂux compared to the Sauermann model [12]. For the two-species model
[75], moreover, a comprehensive test of its mesoscale predictions against a large variety of experimental data recently became available [32]. Altogether, the success of
these reﬁned models suggests that a faithful description of various processes sensitive to the mesostructure of aeolian transport might in the future be achieved with
analytical models, without excessive recourse to the laborious grain-scale simulations
and hybrid approaches.
3.2 Open problems of the morphodynamic model
In addition to the open problems of the continuum sediment transport model
discussed above, there are future plans of improvements and applications of the
morphodynamic model (discussed below).
3.2.1 Secondary ﬂow eﬀects and the separation bubble model
Sand transportation and deposition on the dune surface can be aﬀected by two types
of secondary ﬂow. The ﬁrst type is characterized by the reversed circular motion in the
separation bubble (Fig. 2b), which occurs when the wind encounters the dunes body
perpendicularly. Since net downwind transport in the bubble essentially vanishes, the
shear stress there is simply set to zero in the model [13]. However, the reversed ﬂow
can enhance deposition on the dune lee side and contribute to shaping the slip face
[92]. Neglecting this secondary ﬂow may lead to incorrect numerical prediction of the
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Fig. 6. (a) 3-D sketch showing the separation of ﬂow at the lee side of a linear (seif) dune
and the diverted ﬂow. After Ref. [99]. (b) Schematic diagram showing the dynamic processes
acting on a winding linear (seif) dune that is under bimodal wind regime with θw = 110◦ .
One wind direction is given by hatched lines and the other by continuous lines. After Ref. [3].

proﬁle of interdune areas in a ﬁeld of closely-spaced dunes [72, 93]. CFD simulations
of the turbulent wind ﬂow over transverse dunes revealed a linear scaling between
the surface wind shear velocity (which is proportional to the average ﬂow velocity
gradient in the turbulent boundary layer ﬂow [37]) associated with the reversed ﬂow
at the lee and the upwind shear velocity [94]. It was shown that the size of the zone of
recirculating ﬂow depends on the dune crest-brink distance, the upwind shear velocity
and the interdune spacing [94–98]. The separation bubble of the morphodynamic
model should be improved to account for these insights.
The second type of secondary ﬂow occurs when the wind encounters a dune body
obliquely. In this case, the secondary reversed circular motion in the lee side continues
to ﬂow along the lee slope [47, 100] (Fig. 6a). This type of secondary ﬂow causes
transport along the crest-line of an elongating longitudinal seif dune under a bimodal
wind. Zones of erosion and deposition on both ﬂanks of the meandering dune alternate
as each wind direction encounters the dune crest-line obliquely or perpendicularly
(see Fig. 6b). Extension of the model to include both types of secondary ﬂow is thus
required in order to improve the quantitative assessment of seif dunes [6]. Secondary
ﬂow eﬀects should contribute to the growth and shape of accumulating star dunes
under multidirectional winds, in particular for the elongation of the dune arms [9],
which remains to be conﬁrmed through numerical simulations [10].
3.2.2 Sand induration and biogenic crust
In order to make realistic simulations of dune ﬁelds, the eﬀect of a stabilizing agent
that is present in all cold and arid regions of the Earth must be incorporated in
the model. In the absence of a dense distribution of higher plants (macrophytes),
much of the semi-arid and arid surfaces are covered by microphytic communities of
small non-vascular plants [101,102]. These microphytic communities, containing various combinations of lichen, mosses, algae, fungi, bacteria and cyanobaceria, form the
so-called biogenic crusts within and over a wide range of rock and soil substrates
[103]. While it has been shown that biogenic crusts can lead to sand induration and
cause signiﬁcant attenuation of rates of sediment transport [104–106], their role for
morphological changes on dune surface is still uncertain [107, 108]. Indeed, very little modeling eﬀort has been made so far to understand dune dynamics with biogenic
crust. An exception is Ref. [109], in which a mean ﬁeld model was proposed to estimate
the mean coverage of bare sand, vegetation and biogenic crust due to average rainfall
and wind power in a dune ﬁeld. The model of Ref. [109] predicts that under very low
precipitation (between 20 and 50 mm/yr on annual average) and no winds (DP=0)
a dune can be fully stabilized by crust without vegetation. However, all crusted
dunes (in Australia, Kalahari and the Negev) are covered sparsely by vegetation.
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Biogenic crust will not spread on sand dunes surfaces as long as the sand is easily
transported by the wind.
Sand induration by ice or mineral salts, which act as intergranular cement, could
explain the formation of straight linear dunes (“lee dunes”) in the north polar region
of Mars known as “Chasma Boreale” [110]. Such straight dunes occur side-by-side
with barchans, which indicate unidirectional winds [110]. According to the conceptual
model of Ref. [3], sand encountering an indurated barchan from the upwind direction
will be accumulated in the dune wake giving rise to a dome-like dune [110, 111]. The
short lee dune that emerges in the barchan wake then stabilizes in time but continues
lengthening parallel to the wind, giving rise to a straight, sharp-crested lee dune.
Such an origin of Martian lee dunes remains to be veriﬁed in numerical simulations
[94,110].
3.2.3 Dune response to climatic changes
Although the factors governing dune morphology have been studied since almost a
century, the need for understanding dune response to climatic changes has become
more apparent in the last few decades owing to increased concern about the human
and environmental consequences of desertiﬁcation [112, 113].
One intriguing phenomenon is that, in some dune ﬁelds, bare mobile dunes may
coexist with vegetated stabilized dunes. Refs. [114, 115] introduced a mean ﬁeld model
for the average dune vegetation cover in a dune ﬁeld driven by wind power and
rainfall, which explains the bi-stability of active and ﬁxed dunes under the same
climate conditions. A vegetated dune can become active when the wind power is
suﬃciently high to cause the decay of vegetation, or after a long drought that brought
the average annual rainfall to values smaller than 60 mm. Once the dune is active,
it can be stabilized if the wind power decreases to a much lower value, such that
vegetation growth cannot be suppressed (see Fig. 6 of Ref. [115]). This hysteresis
model was used to predict the future activity of the stabilized Kalahari and the
Australian Deserts, based on two global circulation models [116]. The results show
that these two large deserts are not going to reactivate towards the end of the 21st
century. An extended version of this model, which included the eﬀect of grazing on
the vegetation cover and the growth of biogenic crust [109], revealed bistability of
crust and vegetated stabilized dunes for low precipitation and wind power. Diﬀerent
examples of stabilized dune ﬁelds support the model predictions [109].
References [114–116] provided thus insights on the eﬀect of climatic changes and
human activities on vegetation and biogenic crust cover, which should be incorporated
into the morphodynamic dune model. The future application of this model has the
potential to improve our quantitative understanding of the ﬁxation, remobilization,
growth and elongation dynamics of diﬀerent dune types in response to droughts,
changes in wind regime, availability of mobile sediment, vegetation or biogenic crust
cover.
3.2.4 Modeling aeolian landscapes in presence of anti-desertiﬁcation measures
Sand stabilization is a fundamental aspect of conservation and anti-desertiﬁcation activities [92]. Diﬀerent anti-desertiﬁcation measures involve the use of artiﬁcial windbreaks like fences (Fig. 7a) for reducing wind velocity, blocking saltating sand or
protecting crops or loose soil from erosion. Wind tunnel studies [117–120] and numerical simulations [121–124] shed light on the characteristics of the turbulent wind ﬂow
and sand ﬂux around diﬀerent types of fences. Still, the dynamics of dune formation
around windbreaks is quantitatively poorly understood [125, 126].
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Fig. 7. (a) Accretion of wind-blown sand behind a brushwood fence, Formby, Merseyside,
UK (image credit: Kenneth Pye); (b–d) modeling snow dune formation around a vertically
erected fence using a CFD two-phase ﬂow model [127]. The ﬁgures show snapshots of the
deposition stages using a 50% porous fence at diﬀerent time steps T /Te , where Te is number
of time steps needed for the surface to reach equilibrium. Adapted from Ref. [127].

Reference [127] introduced a CFD two-phase ﬂow model for simulating the transport of wind-blown particles of diﬀerent materials (including sand and snow) through
a porous fence and the concatenated formation of a dune (Figs. 7b–d). However, such
a model is one-way coupled, that is it neglects the momentum loss of the air due to
acceleration of the particles. Therefore, this model lacks a physical description of the
sediment ﬂux saturation length, which leads to the emergence of a minimal dune size
(Fig. 2a). It would be interesting to develop a numerical tool which couples the continuum model for sediment transport of Refs. [12–14] with the CFD calculations of the
average shear stress over the envelope comprising fences and sand surface [127, 128].
Numerical simulations using such a tool could elucidate the long-term dynamics of
the sand topography in presence of diﬀerent anti-desertiﬁcation measures, including
the use of arrays of fences of diﬀerent spacing and porosities and the cultivation of
natural stabilizing agents like vegetation and biogenic crusts [129].

4 Concluding remarks
The list of ongoing work and future plans presented here is by no means exhaustive.
For instance, important open questions regarding extraterrestrial dunes [37, 44], such
as the origins of Venusian transverse dunes and of Titan’s linear dunes, remain to
be addressed. However, the continuum sand transport model must be ﬁrst extended
to calculate dune formation in the subaqueous regime. Finally, numerical simulations
using the model could assist or partially replace expensive, large-scale experiments
such as the ones of Ref. [7] to elucidate the formative stages of dune ﬁelds under
complex wind regimes.
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